Suggested Readings

Below is a list of articles related to the Climate Challenge, Barriers to the Clean Energy Transition, and Additional References of note, current as of April 2017.

The Climate Challenge
Frame, Dave. September 18, 2017. The Conversation. Keeping global warming to 1.5 degrees: really hard, but not impossible
Roberts, David. June 18, 2012. Grist. Climate Change is Simple: We Do Something or We’re Screwed

Videos and Animations:
▪ Animated Keeling Curve
▪ 1,000 Years of Carbon Emissions
▪ 800,000 Years of CO₂ Levels
▪ Sprial-tastic: Climate Change in three animations

Barriers to the Transition
– Carpenter, Zoe. November 10, 2016. The Nation. Is This Game Over for the Climate?
– Golden, KC. May 22, 2015. Climate Solutions. We Have Met the Wrong Enemy.

Additional References
Animations & Videos

- **Nissan Leaf Gas-Powered Everything**
- **Big Oil is desperate for your love. Watch their silly plea in this insane video**